Abstract-Owing to the Internet's rapid expansion and fast advancing PC technology, there are many PC-based network systems now. For increasingly many applications running over the Internet, guaranteeing QoS on these PC-based systems has become an issue of some concern. In this paper, we investigate QoS failures that occur on PC-based systems and focus on one aspect of the problem that arises from coarse timer granularities. While it is usually assumed that packet schedulers in routers have sufficiently finegrain timers, network systems frequently have timers of coarse granularity. Therefore, users cannot obtain the desired QoS even if they reserve the required bandwidth for transmission. Based on the investigation of QoS failures due to coarse timer granularities, we experiment with two methods to cure the problems. We implement them into real PC Unix-based systems and show that they can satisfy QoS requirements of TCP connections by helping them transmit the traffic at the reserved bandwidth.
has packets to serve. It transmits traffic in a more predictable form, thereby reducing the router buffer size and providing end-to-end delay and delay jitter bounds. So, it is easier to support QoS with non-work-conserving schedulers than with work-conserving schedulers that transmit packets as long as they have packets in the buffer [1] [2] . For non-workconserving schedulers that need to be awakened at scheduled times, it is typically assumed that precise system timers are available. However, problems arise if the assumption does not hold, which is especially the case with many end systems.
For instance, ALTQ [3] of BSD Unix and a Linux packet scheduler [4] use a 100Hz or 1024Hz system timer which operates at 10ms or 1ms interval, respectively. And, these coarse timer granularities can cause packet schedulers to work incorrectly. This means that, even if the internal network meets the QoS guarantee, end-to-end QoS may not always be guaranteed due to the limitations at end systems such as end hosts or access routers.
In this paper, we investigate problems that can be caused by coarse grain timers typically implemented in Unix-based end or access systems and propose two methods to solve these problems. And, we implement the proposed methods into real PC Unix-based systems and obtain experimental results. Finally, we compare their performance with that of the unmodified system. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the Linux network kernel as a real-world example of Unix-based packet schedulers and discusses previous work on packet scheduler implementation. In Section 3, we introduce and analyze the phenomenon that we call "TCP deadlock" caused by coarse timer granularities and analyze it. Section 4, through experimentation, shows the TCP performance degradation caused by timer granularity problems. Section 5 proposes two methods to solve these problems, and presents results, followed by the conclusion in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly introduce the packet scheduling procedure as implemented in the Linux kernel, which will serve as our experiment platform. Then, we discuss the limitations of previous work on timer resolution problems.
Linux Network Kernel and Packet Scheduler
For our investigation we use the Linux kernel 1 with the 100Mbps Ethernet interface for experiments. The process of forwarding an IP packet arriving at an Ethernet interface to another is as follows: When a packet arrives, the Ethernet card generates an interrupt signal that forces the kernel to go into an interrupt mode. The kernel interrupt handler calls the Ethernet interrupt handler that enqueues the packet in the input buffer. The kernel marks the packet for later processing ("bottom half mode") and it leaves the interrupt mode. The kernel goes into the bottom half mode after every system call and slow interrupt. Before processing a new packet, it checks whether there remain packets to be transmitted in queues. After transmitting all such packets, the kernel passes the new packet to the IP layer. In the IP layer, it decides to which interface it should forward the packet. While most kernels serve packets by FCFS, recent Linux kernels can adopt other queueing desciplines for their schedulers. Fig. 1 describes the packet forwarding process in the Linux kernel. The function of IP_send() enqueues a packet to forward. Then, the packet classifier decides in which queue it enqueues the packet or, if necessary, it can even drop the packet. If there are packets to be transmitted, a packet is dequeued and the function ethernet_send() is called. If packets need to be sent later, the kernel calculates the time for transmission and sets a timer. When the timer expires, the packet is transmitted.
There are three cases for which the packet scheduler is called: 1) when a new packet is enqueued, 2) when the packet scheduler timer expires, and 3) before and after the handling of a new packet if the kernel is in the bottom half mode. In the second case, a coarse timer granularity would cause problems which [3] and [4] attempt to alleviate by emulating 1).
Limitations of Previous Work
Linux is compulsorily sent into the kernel mode every 10ms by hardware timer interrupt. During the interrupt, the kernel performs a small set of critical operations, in particular, system timer updates. Programs and functions depend on this 10ms resolution timer for time-critical operations. Linux packet schedulers and ALTQ of BSD Unix also use this timer. In these environments, timer granularity can greatly affect the system performance.
In order to investigate performance issues related to timer granularity, we experiment with the token bucket filter (TBF), illustrated in Fig. 2 , which is a popular nonwork-conserving queue service discipline. For instance, it can be used in the traffic conditioner at an edge router of a Differentiated Services network [5] .
In TBF, a token is generated every ÁT sec. When a packet arrives, it is transmitted, consuming as many tokens as the size of the packet. If there is no token, the packet waits for sufficient tokens to be generated. Conversely, if packets do not arrive, the generated tokens will be put in the token bucket, whose size restricts the size of the allowed packet transmission burst. With a proper choice of TBF parameters, the buffer overflow and packet delay can be limited to a certain level.
In implementation, the token level at a given time is typically calculated as follows [4] :
token level ¼ min½ðcurrent time À last packet trans: timeÞ Â token generation rate þ tokens left at last packet trans:; token bucket size:
ð1Þ We can calculate the token level precisely. For instance, in recent Intel-based PCs, we can measure time with less than 100nsec error [6] . But, this does not help the non-workconserving schedulers such as TBF avoid timer-related problems if the timer used in the scheduler has a low resolution (i.e., the timer does not wakes up the scheduler frequently enough). In particular, they can unnecessarily limit the throughput. The problem case occurs when no packet arrives to wake up the packet scheduler. Suppose there are packets in the queue to be transmitted, but not enough tokens are left to transmit the next packet. Then, the packet scheduler pauses due to the lack of tokens, after starting the timer. Assume the worst case where there is no more packet arrival until the timer expires. When the timer expires, packets worth the entire token bucket can be transmitted in a burst. If this situation repeats (and, indeed, we show in Section 3 that it can), the achievable throughput is given by
For example, with the packet size of 1,500 bytes, the throughput is limited to 12Mbps if the bucket size is 10 packets and the timer granularity is 10msec. If no burst is allowed (i.e., the bucket size is one packet), only 1.2Mbps is achieved. Or, if a 1024Hz timer is used, 11.7Mbps can be guaranteed. Therefore, in order to obtain the peak rate of 100Mbps, the timer resolution would have to be 120 "s, i.e., 8, 333Hz . Generalizing this, we may think that if the system has a low resolution timer, but requires a higher transmission rate, a long burst of packets should be allowed into the 1. Version 2.1.124. network. But, this can cause network congestion and degradation of other QoS performance, such as delay jitter.
Problems that low resolution timers cause on QoS have been noticed by previous works [3] , [4] , but their proposed solutions to cure the problems have limitations. One of the previously proposed method is to use packet interrupts. It is Case 3) discussed in Section 2.1. As mentioned earlier, when the kernel is in the bottom half mode, the packet scheduler is called twice, i.e., before and after the processing of a new packet. This method helps the packet scheduler to operate sufficiently frequently under heavy traffic. But, when the traffic is light, this method doesn't work so well. The other method is to directly raise system timer resolution. But, if the system timer resolution is raised tenfold, it also increases the number of system timer interrupts 10 times. This will overload the kernel and deteriorate the overall system performance.
TCP DEADLOCK

Router Perspective
One pathological manifestation of the coarse granularity problem can be observed when we run a TCP connection across a router that has a coarse granularity timer. Since it takes the form of a transient deadlock, we call it "TCP deadlock." It occurs as a result of the interaction between the TCP's sliding window flow control and the packet scheduler implemented with a low resolution timer. Namely, it occurs when all of the following conditions are met:
1. The TCP sender waits for an ACK from the receiver to send more packets since it used up the window, 2. The receiver waits for a packet from the sender, 3. Packets that have been sent by the sender are in the router buffer, and 4. The packet scheduler at the router is idle after starting the timer. Fig. 3 illustrates, through a real trace, a TCP deadlock example at the router with a 100Hz timer. The token bucket size for TBF used in the scheduler is 7,500 bytes and the reserved bandwidth for the shown TCP connection is 20Mbps. The advertized window size is 32Kbytes, and the example starts with the router buffer already filled up to 32Kbytes. So, the sender can send only as many packets as acknowledged by the receiver.
At t ¼ 1; 200"s, the token level is at 1,500 bytes, but the packet P 7 can't be transmitted. This is because the packet scheduler at the router is sleeping at this time. Only when a new packet NP 6 wakes up the packet scheduler at 1; 270"s, P 7 can be transmitted to the receiver.
When NP 8 arrives at the router at 2; 060"s, the packet scheduler again calls the timer and enters an idle state because the generated tokens (worth 650 bytes) are not large enough to send P 9 of 1,500 bytes. At this time, the receiver is waiting for a packet to send a delayed-ACK and the sender is waiting for an ACK because it exhausted its transmission window. Only the 10ms timer expiration at the router later breaks this TCP deadlock. Fig. 4 shows that this TCP deadlock repeatedly occurs 10ms apart because of the 10ms timer used in the scheduler.
Host Perspective
TCP deadlock can also occur at hosts. This will be even more common because many hosts are PC Unix-based, whereas routers are equipped with vendor specific OSs and system architectures. We describe two possible TCP deadlock scenarios at hosts.
One is when there are no traffic shapers at routers and only the hosts use non-work-conserving schedulers. TCP connections receiving best effort service or AF service of Differentiated Services or those spanning only a LAN segment will be in such situation. Table 1 summarizes the throughput limitation caused by the TCP deadlocks when TBF allows maximum of two packet burst from a host and BW > 4P Á Hz. BW denotes the reserved bandwidth at the host, P the packet size in bits, RT T the round-trip time, Hz the timer resolution in Hertz (e.g., 100 for PC Linux). These values are obtained from traces similar to the one shown in Fig. 3 . For 2P RT T BW , there is a loop which consists of two packets and a delayed-ACK. Before the delayed-ACK arrives, tokens are generated for another two packets. If the timer expires before the delayed-ACK arrives, another loop can be generated. So, the throughput converges to BW .
The other scenario is when there is a traffic shaper at a router, eg., an edge router in a Differentiated Services network. Table 2 shows throughput for this case. 
Router Test
Fig . 5 shows the test system configuration. The packet scheduler with coarse timer granularity operates at the router output interface toward the receiver. We set the maximum advertised window size to 32Kbytes and set the router buffer size so that it is larger than the window size required for no congestion loss. In Fig. 6 , "15000 original Linux" and "7500 original Linux" show the performance of a TCP connection with the 100Hz timer and the token bucket size of 15,000 and 7,500 bytes, respectively. TCP fails to fully utilize the reserved bandwidth when the reserved bandwidth is below 35Mbps. Fig. 4 shows packets captured at the receiver and TCP deadlock. TCP deadlock is not observed when the reserved bandwidth is greater than 35Mbps. This is because with the packet size of 1,500 bytes, tokens are generated every 343"s. In this experiment, round trip time was about 750"s, which is twice the packet transmission time at 35Mbps. It means that tokens are generated for another two packets before two new packets arrive at the router, so the router transmits the two packets, which causes a delayed-ACK to be transmitted from the TCP receiver. So, the TCP selfclocking loop keeps running, and the TCP deadlock does not occur. Fig. 7a shows the performance for the case of a sender with three TCP streams and Fig. 7b plots the test results for two senders with two streams each. It is clearly observed that the TCP deadlock problem is not solved simply by multiplexing TCP streams. The TCP streams are still lockstepping with the router's timer mechanism. Fig. 8 shows the coarse timer granularity problem at hosts. It is a one hop test, where TCP connections run over a direct connection between two hosts, without any intervening routers. The sender uses the packet sheduler with a low resolution timer and RT T is 500 "s. We also plotted the values from Table 1. The difference above 50Mbps reserved bandwidth is from the fact that throughput converges to BW by the 100Hz timer. Fig. 9 shows the TCP performance when the sending host uses the packet scheduler with a low resolution timer and the router uses the packet scheduler with a highresolution real time clock which will be discussed later. At the sending host, we vary the reserved bandwidth from 10Mbps to 30Mbps, while the router reserves the bandwidth of 20Mbps for transmission. As shown in the figure, the host indeed transmits at a much lower rate than the expected rate until the reserved rate reaches 24Mbps. This means that, even though the router is equipped with a high resolution timer, the host with a low resolution timer fails to use the transmission link fully. 
Host Test
SOLUTIONS TO TIMER GRANULARITY PROBLEMS
Real Time Clock (RTC) Timer
As the existing methods in [3] and [4] using the kernel system timer showed limited improvement, we propose using an RTC timer for the packet scheduler at PC Unixbased systems. From the 80286 PC/AT, all 80x86 PCs have used MC146818 chips of Motorola or compatible chips as RTC [8] . In addition to RTC, an MC146818 chip has a timer operating at 2Hz to 8192Hz. If the timer operates at 8192Hz and the packet size is 1,500 bytes, the maximum bandwidth that can be obtained is 98.3Mbps. To minimize the kernel load, we designed the timer to operate only when necessary, i.e., no timer interrupts while the timer is not needed. Test results confirm that the packet scheduler works well under 100Mbps environments. In Fig. 6 , "7500 RTC" shows the desired test result for the bucket size of 7,500 bytes.
Bottom Half Mode and a User Program
In an environment where we cannot use an RTC timer, we propose using the combination of the "bottom half mode" and a simple user program to forcefully wake up the scheduler frequently. If we register the packet scheduler for the bottom half, even though there was no packet arrival, the scheduler can be forcefully invoked after a system call or a slow interrupt. But, if the system has no user program or few jobs to do, the probability of the system going into the bottom half mode may be low. For this case, we design the system to have a user program that causes system calls in an infinite loop but run it with the lowest priority. 2 This method is similar to using polling instead of a timer. It can improve the QoS of TCP connections for the reserved bandwidth of above 100Mbps if a PC has enough processing power. Fig. 6 shows the bandwidth guarantee when this scheme is used.
CONCLUSION
We investigated what effects the timer resolution of the packet scheduler in PC Unix-based systems has on QoS for TCP connections. After we illustrated the TCP deadlock scenario, we proposed and implemented two methods into 2. "user_program.c" of while (1){time(&t)}; is executed with "nice +19 user_program." the real PC Unix-based systems to solve the timer resolution problems. The first is using an RTC timer and the second is using the bottom half mode and a simple user program. These changes are implemented on the TCP sender and the router side and it is not required that the TCP receiver be modified in any way. And, the solutions performed properly to provide QoS guarantee for the given TCP connections. Jin-Ho Kim received the BS and MS degrees in electrical engineering from Seoul National University in 1997 and 1999, respectively. He is currently a PhD candidate in electrical engineering and computer science at Seoul National University. His research interests include Internet protocols, architecture, and network security. He is a student member of the IEEE.
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